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Please tell us a short story about someone who has benefited from this funding.
During this funding period, Peoples Pantry has become a refuge for growing number of refugees recently 
settling into the neighbourhood. Abid* has been our newest member of the food cooperative, having been 
in the country for only 3 months. With limited english and a young family to feed, the pantry has not only 
created a place to belong, meet new friends, practice his english but also put food on the table. His 
membership through the pantry has led to him know joining a neighbourhood sporting team. Abid brings a 
smile and joy to the pantry and works diligently as part of his contribution to the membership of the 
cooperative and in this way not just helps feed his family but others in the neighbourhood aswell.

Please describe the impact that the specific TFN funding has had.
The funding received from TFN contributed towards increased food security in the neighbourhood of 
Norlane across the 12 month period. Specifically the funding provided reliable and weekly access to 
affordable, nutritious food in the Norlane area where there are significant barriers to food security with the 
high cost of food, transport issues and lack of food preparation skills in the neighbourhood.

Through this funding, NCI has facilitated 40 neighbourhood lunches across a 12 month period and 
provided 1000 meals for participants including opportunities to contribute towards the preparation of these 
meals.

The funding also enabled NCI to open our Peoples Pantry for 40 weeks and facilitate community led 
distribution of $100,000 worth of food.

Please provide a quantitative breakdown of how TFN funds have been used
$21,470 towards staffing to coordinate program delivery ($412 per week / 1.5 days per week) which 
includes food sourcing, developing local leaders and administration of the programs.



Describe any ways the funding was used that differs from that described your original pitch
None

How many people have been affected by programs or activities that were supported with TFN 
funding?
150 people attended the lunch at some point over the course of the year
180 people are included as members of the peoples pantry for the year

Total = 330

What measures did you use to assess the impact?
Quantitative measurements of numbers of people attending the lunch and meals served noted for 
assessing the impact
Membership record, weekly attendances and membership meetings of the peoples pantry were used to 
assess the impact of this part of the program

Describe three ways that your organisation has changed in the last 12 months since the event
1. Moving to multi-site model with two new social enterprises initiated. Firstly a social enterprise urban
farm (The Farm Next Door)  that is growing produce and selling to the local community with a 50%
discount (Opened October 2018). Secondly, a social enterprise cafe (The Aviary) opened Tuesday 7th
May 2019 that will offer an additional connecting point and place to belong through a variety of low-cost
and nutritious food options made available for purchase. As of May 2019, this social enterprise cafe will
replace the free Wednesday lunch, and provides a more financially sustainable model moving forward for
NCI to address food security in the long term. Peoples pantry continues to run, but has changed to a
Monday timeslot to connect in with our neighbourhood dinner.

2. 3-year placemaking services contract secured with Grassroots Placemakers and Baptcare to offer local
initiatives for the community

3. Engaged capacity development consultant to build on social enterprise options and fundraising
platform for long-term financial sustainability

Over the last 12 months, did you receive any additional financial support from anyone you met 
through TFN?
Yes

How much and from whom?
$1000 donation from an individual in Sydney who saw the episode on ABC Compass

Over the last 12 months, did you receive any goods in-kind and/or pro-bono services from 
anyone you met through TFN?
Other



What did you receive and from whom?
We received an offer to apply for a community connections grant of $5000 through Bendigo Bank. There 
were also several offers of pro-bono support, however these did not eventuate to anything.

How important was TFN funding in helping you achieve your objectives this year?
We would have found it difficult to achieve our objectives without TFN funding

Has the TFN pitch coaching and mentoring helped you succesfully secure funding from other 
sources you did not meet through TFN?
No

What were some of the other benefits of participating in TFN?
- Opportunity to introduce our organisation for the first time to Geelong and Nationally via ABC Compass
in a public setting
- Pitch coaching that has given us fresh insight into how to tell our story and confidently make direct
pitches for support
- Both confidence and a greater awareness of the opportunities available to tell our story and reach
different networks we might otherwise not have considered
- Existing supporters seemed to come on board with greater capacity post TFN event. I think the process
and public event helped them gain greater insight into our work and encourage them to continue
supporting us (ie. seeing other people support us helped them feel more confident to continue to support
us)
- Additional acknowledgement and respect that connecting with the platform of TFN brings to our
organisation

Do you have any other comments or feedback  on the TFN experience or funding process?
It was a fantastic experience and helped build our confidence in what we do and additional insight in how 
to gain more support for our work. 12 months later people still refer to the evening and what we spoke 
about that night and requested has remained with supporters and those who attended. The evening 
provided a boost to community spirit both for us and our organisation and the whole city of Geelong. I 
think I would find it interesting to gain more feedback (even in writing) from the pitch coaches post-event. 
Even a follow-up session perhaps? I would like to know what the next steps might be to continue 
developing these skill sets. One final point, it is interesting to note the difference between the TFN metro 
events that occurred at the same time as our regional TFN event. The donation levels were quite 
different, so I just wonder what equity might look like in these scenarios for regional TFN events? How 
might metro funding connect with regional funding?




